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Abstract

An introduction into severe accident research work performed at GRS with regard to the use
of the MELCOR code is given in Chapter One of the paper.

Experience in applying MELCOR 1.8.3 for German PWRs and results of MELCOR calcula-
tions done within the project ,,Accident Management - Mitigation" for German LWRs are
presented in Chapter Two. This 3-year project was finished in February 1998. It was funded
by the German Ministry for Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety - BMU.

In Chapter Three, a short overview of a training course on ,,Phenomenology of Severe Acci-
dents in PWR-Plants" is given. Mainly due to the interest from German NPPs GRS developed
this special training session in 1996. Since 1996 it has been held several times for operators,
shift personnel and the management board of two different German NPPs and for lectures of
the German NPP training centre in Essen.

In Chapter Four, results of the application of MELCOR 1.8.4 for German PWRs are pre-
sented. This work is done within a new project on ,,Accident Management - Mitigation" for
German LWRs. It was started in March 1998 and is again funded by the German Federal
Ministry BMU. An objective of this project is to perform further MELCOR calculations, to be
used within a PSA level 2 study for a German PWR, which is done at GRS in parallel.

The experience of using MELCOR for German PWRs are summarised in Chapter Five.
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1 Introduction

Since 1985 GRS has been investigating the various possibilities and means to influence the
progression of accidents by accident management (AM). The research performed at GRS in
different AM projects in the past has resulted in the development of AM measures, e. g. to
prevent reactor pressure vessel (RPV) failure under high pressure by secondary and primary
bleed and feed procedures, to prevent overpressure containment failure by a filtered contain-
ment venting procedure and to prevent global hydrogen combustions in the containment by a
passive autocatalytic recombiner (PAR) concept. The plant specific calculations needed for
the development of AM measures are mainly performed with the detailed codes ATHLET and
RALOC or COCOSYS developed at GRS and the integral code MELCOR developed at San-
dia NL, US. Further details are given in Chapter Two.

Operators of German NPPs are required to attend training courses on plant specific full scope
simulators several times per year. These training courses cover normal plant conditions as
well as training of accident situations together with existing preventive accident management
measures and emergency operating procedures. For NPP operators no training courses are
required so far which cover e. g. the mitigation aspects of core melt sequences or the course of
severe accidents. Mainly due to the interest of German utilities, GRS developed in 1996 a
special training course on ,,Phenomenology of Severe Accidents in PWR-Plants" in the frame
of a project sponsored by the German Ministry BMU. This is the first training course on this
subject so far which has been held several times since the first one in November 1996. The
feedback from the participants, e. g. operators and shift personal of NPPs and lectures of the
German NPP training centre in Essen, was very good. An overview of the course is included
in Chapter Three.

The research activities on aspects of severe accidents are continuing at GRS. Since the end of
1997, the new code version MELCOR 1.8.4 has been available at GRS, provided by US NRC.
It will be used within the new project on ,,Accident Management - Mitigation" for German
LWRs. It began in March 1998 and is again funded by the German Federal Ministry BMU.
Within this project further MELCOR calculations have to be done to support a PSA level 2
study for a German PWR, which is performed at GRS in parallel. In the fourth chapter, first
results of the application of MELCOR 1.8.4 for German PWRs are presented.

2 MELCOR 1.8.3 Application for German PWRs

GRS has been using MELCOR since 1990 for real plant calculations replacing the old STCP
code. The results of MELCOR analyses are used e. g. in a BWR PSA study and in AM proj-
ects for LWRs. The MELCOR application for BWRs started in 1990 and for PWR in 1993.
Several sequences have been calculated for both reactor types and some detailed nodalisation
studies have been prepared in the past, to prove the developed core, reactor circuit and con-
tainment nodalisation. Together with the compilation of the MELCOR data set, the qualifica-
tion of the nodalisation has been pursued with comparative calculations with deteailed GRS
codes for selected phases of severe accidents:

- ATHLET-MELCOR: concerning the situation in the reactor system until core heat-up,
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- RALOC-MELCOR: concerning the situation inside the containment,

- WECHSL-MELCOR: concerning the molten core/concrete interaction (MCCI) inclu-
ding the release of non-condensable gases.

The results of these comparative analyses showed in most of the areas a good agreement of
essential parameters and of the general description of the plant behaviour during the accident
progression /SON 94/, /SON 96/. The main reason for this good agreement between integral
and detailed code results is the greater detail of the German PWR plant nodalisation used for
MELCOR calculations at GRS, e. g.:

- detailed double loop nodalisation of the primary circuit with detailed models of the steam
generator (SG) secondary side, the pressuriser and its relief tank, and other systems,

- detailed reactor core model with multiple non-uniform rings and axial levels according to
e. g. the axial and radial power profile,

- detailed nodalisation of containment, annulus and auxialiary building in order to simulate
the characteristic convection flow regimes dependent on the containment design specifics
(multiple burst membranes on the top of both SG compartments, different openings inside
the missile protection cylinder),

- detailed modelling of main components of the primary circuit as well as of conrete walls
and ceilings of the containment as heat conducting structures with a fine inner grid.

A set of representative severe accident scenarios for a German PWR plant were calculated
with the system code MELCOR 1.8.3 within the last project on ,,Accident Management -
Mitigation" for German LWRs. In Tab. 1 the timing of events of selected sequences and some
results are summarised.

Tab. 1 Results of MELCOR 1.8.3 Calculations of Severe Accidents of a German PWR-1300

begin of core melting

duration of core melt.

RPV failure

MCCI -sump w. contact

filtered contain, venting

Press, during core melt

H2-mass in-vessel phase

H2-mass during MCCI

CO-mass during MCCI

LB LOCA

Main
Coolant

Line
Break *>

0:25 hr

0:20 hr

-1:45 hr

not

calculated

-0.3 MPa

600 kg

MBLOCA

Surge
Line

Rupture*0

0:30 hr

0:35 hr

-1:45 hr

12:15 hr

75 hr

-0,3 MPa

550 kg

SB LOCA

50 cm2

and
Failure of

SG

0:41 hr

0:25 hr

3:25 hr

13:30 hr

39:30 hr

-4.0 MPa

590 kg

Transient

Station
Black Out

2:30 hr

0:45 hr

5:15 hr

not

calculated

-16 MPa

820 kg

Transient

Failure of
SGFeed
Water +

prim. AM

3:30 hr

0:55 hr

6:30 hr

17 hr

48 hr

-1.5 MPa

550 kg

SB LOCA

50 cm2*'

4:45 hr

2hr

-7:40 hr

18:30 hr

98:30 hr

-1.5 MPa

750 kg

Transient

Failure of
SGFeed
W., sec. +
prim. AM

5:35 hr

1:00 hr

-8:40 hr

19 hr

50 hr

-1.5 MPa

700 kg

early phase: -100 kg/hr, late phase: -80 kg/hr

early phase: -250 kg/hr, late phase: -220 kg/hr

*' - scenarios with available SG heat removal
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The calculations have shown that typical severe accident scenarios of German PWRs can be
characterised by several phases. These are the in-vessel phase until RPV failure followed by a
dry MCCI phase of some hours until sump water ingression into reactor cavity and finally the
filtered containment venting.

An important boundary condition which was chosen for all calculated sequences is the total
failure of all active safety injection systems at the beginning of the sequence. So in any case
the earliest start of core melting was calculated (Tab. 1). Some differences of the calculated
core melt process have been detected, but in any case core destruction starts in the upper part
of the core, while the lower part is still cooled by water. The core heat-up rate was found to be
within 0.4-1.4 K/s for scenarios with early core melting and within 0.1-0.4 K/s for scenarios
with late core melting.

The total amount of H2 generated during the in-vessel phase (Tab.l) is equivalent to an oxida-
tion rate of 35-60 % of the total Zr amount of the reactor. The higher amounts of H2 have been
calculated for scenarios with late start and longer duration of the core melt process and for the
high pressure core melt scenario (Tab. 1).

The amount of energy released from the primary circuit into the containment before RPV fail-
ure mainly depends in the selected cases on the availability of SG heat removal. It has a great
influence on the pressure, the local gas concentration and the long term behaviour of the con-
tainment, especially the start of filtered containment venting (Tab. 1). In case of available SG
heat removal, the total energy released into the containment is lower, the steam condensation
rate on concrete walls is higher, and the steam concentration is lower. So often combustible
gas compositions are possible before PRV failure if no PARs are installed. The containment
pressure is lower, too, and containment venting is initiated much later. If SG heat removal is
not available, the steam concentration inside the containment is higher, and combustible con-
ditions have not been observed before RPV failure.

Due to the design of the containment the convection flow regime inside the containment is
determined by the initial event of the sequence and the leak location. Mainly in case of a large
break LOCA, two main convection flow pattern exist, while in all other cases only one main
convection flow pattern exists (Fig. 1). The reason for this behaviour is the different pressure
peak Ap caused by different break sizes during an accident. The Ap determines the number of
burst membranes, which will be destroyed on the top of both SG compartments and if open-
ings (e. g. burst membranes or doors) inside the missile protection cylinder will be opened too,
which was observed only in the case of a large break LOCA. In such cases the global convec-
tion inside the containment is more intensive and the homogenisation process of gases (e. g.
steam, H2) released into the containment is much faster. This is of great importance for the
qualification of a PAR concept and the definition of the PAR location.

The MCCI process and the gas generation is similar for all calculated sequences (Tab. 1) but
the amount of gases released depends strongly on the concrete composition. To prevent con-
tainment overpressure failure, the installed containment filtered venting system is initialised if
containment pressure exceeds -0.6 MPa. Containment pressure is decreased down to
-0.35 MPa within about 24 hr.
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Fig. 1 Main Convection Flow Pattern in German PWR Containments after Blow Down
Phase of a Severe Accident

The qualification of a concept to remove hydrogen from the containment atmosphere of a
PWR by PARs has been another main topic of this project on ,,Accident Management - Miti-
gation" for German LWRs. The calculations have been performed with the GRS containment
code RALOC MOD4 and a very detailed PWR containment scheme. The results of selected
MELCOR calculations, e. g. release rates and system heat from the reactor circuit into the
containment, have been used as input for the RALOC M0D4 analysis. The final GRS pro-
posal for the large dry German PWR containments consists of about 60 PARs.

3 Training on ,,Phenomenology of Severe Accidents in PWR-Plants"

As mentioned in the introduction, GRS developed in 1996 a special training course on ,,Phe-
nomenology of Severe Accidents in PWR-Plants" based on the available knowledge about
phenomena of severe accidents, based on existing MELCOR results and on the use of our
analysis simulator ATLAS /BER 97/, /POI 96/, /SON 97/. Within the frame of this paper it is
not possible to discuss all the details of the one-day training course we developed, and we will
focus only on main subjects.

The developed training course is intended to be held for a broad variety of people working in
the nuclear field, but primarily for operators and engineers from German NPPs with PWRs. It
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has been one main intention of the development of the training course to create it on the basis
of the latest knowledge and a modern computer code demonstration with the GRS ATLAS
simulator. The needed calculation of at least one typical severe accident scenario of a German
PWR plant has been done with the MELCOR code. In each part of the training course, short
presentations of basic knowledge about characteristic severe accident phenomena of the se-
lected sequence alternate with supporting demonstrations of the plant behaviour with the
ATLAS simulator.

The training course is subdivided into three parts. These are an introduction into severe acci-
dents and the used simulator system ATLAS, a chapter on phenomena related to the in-vessel
phase of the selected accident, and a chapter on phenomena related to the ex-vessel phase of
the same sequence. The scenario was selected in order to allow the demonstration of the use-
fulness of different plant-specific accident management measures in different situations, too.
These are e. g. the primary and secondary bleed and feed procedure, measures to remove H2
and CO from the containment atmosphere (igniters, PARs) and the filtered containment vent-
ing system. Further on, a sensibilisation of the audience to special questions of severe accident
is intended. We included e. g. a discussion about the available instrumentation and the needed
information during different stages of a severe accident to determine the plant status and to
assess the accident progression or the possible consequences. Also, the advantages and disad-
vantages of a very late injection of water into a hot or partly molten core are discussed.

It is well known that a computer simulation of a core melting process by an integral code can
not be done without some limitations. Therefore the audience is informed in each part of the
training course about the simplifications of the code system used related to state-of-the-art
knowledge about the special accident phase.

For the demonstration of the phenomena of the selected severe accident by the ATLAS simu-
lator special graphics have been developed to visualise e. g. the core melt and relocation proc-
ess and the containment behaviour. In each graphic all geometric and graphic attributes can be
dynamically changed by using data from the MELCOR code. One or more physical parame-
ters (e. g. temperature, density, concentration, void fraction, mole fraction) are shown depend-
ent on a predefined colour scale. One example is given in Fig. 2, showing the release of H2
under high system pressure from the primary circuit through the pressuriser relief tank into the
containment and the recombination of H2 by PARs. It becomes obvious from Fig. 2 that the
recombination of H2 by the PARs starts a different points in time dependent on the local gas
concentration. Also, the dominant flow pattern can be seen, as discussed in Chapter Two.

Lessons learned from our first training courses are e. g. that nearly all of the participants un-
derlined that the training course becomes so interesting due to the mixture of short compact
presentations and informative demonstrations with the ATLAS simulator system used. It is
currently not the intention of this training course to focus on the detailed timing of different
severe accidents nor is it possible to provide an ,,on-line" severe accident training course, run-
ning a severe accident code on a simulator tool and to allow interactions on the simulation by
the people trained. So it is really a seminar to increase the knowledge about severe accidents
and to rise the awareness off special problems and aspects of them. It is planned to adapt the
training course to the behaviour of German BWRs under severe accident conditions, too.
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Fig. 2 ATLAS graphic ,,PWR Containment" - H2 release through Pressuriser Relief Tank
into Containment and H2 recombination by PARs

4 MELCOR 1.8.4 Application for German PWRs

As mentioned in the introduction, the new code version MELCOR 1.8.4 is now available at
GRS and will be used within the new project on ..Accident Management - Mitigation" for
German LWR which began in March 1998. Some important new or revised models are in-
cluded in MELCOR 1.8.4, especially for the calculation of the core melt process and PRV
failure. These models are qualified by the code developer SNL, e. g. using the new Phebus
FPT experiment results /GAU 98/.

The intention of the first calculations at the beginning of the new project has been to test the
new model options of MELCOR 1.8.4 and to compare the results with MELCOR 1.8.3 results
with the aim to define a new basic data set which is to be used further on. Due to the new
model features available it was planned to determine the influences on the calculated core
melt behaviour as a result of different ,,melt temperatures" of Zr-, ZrO2- and UO2-compo-
nents, melt retention by grid spacers, including core shroud melting, and a new modelling of
the upper core grid. The reference plant is again a German PWR-1300 and the scenario a
,,station black-out". The results of the studies were first presented at the MCAP meeting 1998
in Bethesda /SON 98/.
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The geometric RPV and core input data are unchanged in principle in the MELCOR 1.8.4
deck used. An exception is the new modelling of the upper core plate and the core shroud,
now as a heat structure, allowed to melt. The various new model options now available give a
broader spectrum of possible results. Especially the timing of the sequence can be much dif-
ferent compared to the old results. So more engineering judgement is needed in general to
assess the relevance of the results.

With regard to the PAR concept for the German PWRs, which was developed based on
MELCOR 1.8.3 results, the expected new results of the core melt behaviour and the oxidation
and H2 generation process have been of great interest. With the same PWR input deck in gen-
eral, a similar amount of H2 generated during core melting was observed to be within +/- 10 %
of the total H2 generation during the in-vessel phase calculated by MELCOR 1.8.3 for a
,,station black-out" sequence (see Tab. 1). Even though for most of the calculations the core
melting temperature was at a higher level of 2500 K to 2800 K in MELCOR 1.8.4 compared
to 2100 K in MELCOR 1.8.3, the amounts of H2 did not vary too much. This result is not
typical for all MELCOR code users. The reasons could not be determined in detail. It seems
that the sum of all, the defined geometric input data, the used core nodalisation scheme and
the used axial and radial power profile, lead to this result.

Nevertheless the material relocation mechanisms during core melting in MELCOR 1.8.4 are
different from MELCOR 1.8.3. The particulate debris retention by grid spacers during the
material relocation process within the core leads to another timing of the whole core melt
process. A much earlier lower core support plate failure was observed now with MELCOR
1.8.4 using the same failure criteria as before. This seems to be more realistic than the often
long duration of the heat-up process of the lower core support plate calculated by MELCOR
1.8.3. Also, the behaviour of the upper core grid and of the core shroud can now be modelled
more realistically, even though some models are incomplete in MELCOR 1.8.4, especially the
one to describe the real behaviour of the upper unheated fuel element and control rod part.

The new models in MELCOR 1.8.4 to describe the RPV failure mode of a PWR now allow a
more realistic calculation of the German PWRs. First calculations have shown that the time
between core slumping into the lower plenum and RPV failure is now in the order of 0:30 to
1:30 hr and much more longer than before. So in general the duration of the in-vessel phase is
not much different, because the time to fail of the lower core support plate is shorter than be-
fore and contrary to this the time period until RPV failure is longer.

Because the planned further MELCOR 1.8.4 calculations in our new AM project should be
used to support a PSA level 2 study for a German PWR plant it has been necessary to add a
new simple model to MELCOR 1.8.4 to describe the H2 recombination by PARs. The imple-
mentation of PARs into all German PWR plants was recommended by the German Reactor
Safety Commission RSK in spring 1998 and the realisation is already under preparation by the
utilities. This PAR model is based on a detailed mechanistic model which has been developed
at GRS during the last years and which is implemented in the RALOC and the new
COCOSYS code. The qualification of the simplified model implemented in MELCOR 1.8.4
has so far been done by code comparisons with RALOC.
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PARs have been placed in 16 of the 25 nodes of the MELCOR containment scheme according
to the GRS proposal for the reference plant. The first results have shown that the general con-
tainment behaviour including the recombination process can be calculated well with the ex-
isting MELCOR input deck and that such results are satisfactory for a PSA level 2. Neverthe-
less, due to the specific German containment design and the large number of very small com-
partments and staircases, further more detailed analyses are necessary for the qualification of a
PAR concept using other codes and much more detailed containment nodalisation schemes as
in the case of MELCOR.

5 Summary

The MELCOR code application for PWR started in 1993. Since then, three different
MELCOR versions have been used and several severe accident sequences have been calcu-
lated within projects on ,,Accident management - Mitigation" for LWRs funded by the Ger-
man Ministry BMU. Some results have been discussed in the second chapter. For the compi-
lation of the input deck and its qualification, some months of work are needed. Mainly due to
the greater detail of the used input deck, the comparison of the results with detailed code re-
sults gave us good results. Nevertheless, longer computing time is needed using the more de-
tailed input deck, which has sometimes been a problem in the past but should be more and
more negligible by using new powerful workstations.

Following a request from German NPPs, GRS has developed a one-day training course on
,,Phenomenology of Severe Accidents in PWR-Plants" based on the available knowledge on
severe accidents, on the existing MELCOR calculations and on the use of our analysis simu-
lator ATLAS. A great detail of modelling the reference plant by the input deck used for the
MELCOR code is necessary to guarantee satisfactory results and to meet the goal of such a
training course.

The overall impression from using MELCOR is good. The new code is able to calculate main
phenomena of severe accidents with regard to current NNP generations better than before. The
results have been and will be used for PSA level 2 studies, too. The new code is more robust
than before. The expectation by some of the MELCOR users community that the new code
version will produce much higher in-vessel oxidation rates and amounts of H2, which was
based on post-test analyses of some experiments, could not be confirmed by our test calcula-
tions. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the reasons for this behaviour could not be de-
termined in detail. One fact is that all our calculations we performed with MELCOR 1.8.3
have shown reasonable amounts of H2 generated during core melting. So we have not been too
astonished about our latest results.
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